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“The #ObserveMe sign says we’re a community of risk-takers brave enough to say, ‘Here’s what I want to know about my practice.’”
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Session Outcomes:

Explore the #ObserveMe method for peer 
observations and feedback

Learn how to create a personalized observation 
tool aligned with the 8 Effective Teaching and 
Learning Classroom Practices

Consider current reality of building systems for 
peer observations and the culture of trust that 
fosters growth mindset



What if….

…teachers were empowered to 
personalize their own learning and 
growth?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The #ObserveMe method not only opens up the classroom to peers and other stakeholders, it allows for deeper feedback and reflection. In the #ObserveMe classroom, the teacher puts a sign outside their door. The teacher asks for very specific feedback to something he or she is striving to improve. This not only helps the teacher being observed, but it encourages growth from the teacher who is doing the observing. Being in the classroom and looking for that specific feedback may give that teacher inspiration and might alter his or her goals for the future. It’s a win-win.



Imagine….

…a building culture in which teachers work 
alongside colleagues to get unbiased feedback 
and peer observations provide a supportive 
environment for teachers to flesh out opportunities 
for reflection and professional growth.





“The best 
teacher 
learning 
comes from 
seeing each 
other in 
practice.”
–Lainie Rowell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Robert Kaplinsky suggests feedback on a 5:1 ratio. The feedback might include 4 positive things the visitor saw and one suggestion for improvement. I think it’s important that the school has norms for this so vulnerable teachers will feel empowered instead of defeated. You want to be honest but not offensive.



















#ObserveMe…..



#ObserveMe…..





ETLP Classroom Observation- Let’s 
Practice!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask them to watch specifically for evidence of ETLP & quickly note (handout provided)  what they see/notice…(QR Code scan can bring the video to their personal devices, if they choose to try it this way)



Remember….

The most helpful 
part of the 
observation is 
not checking 
off items, but 
the 
conversations 
and reflections 
that happen 
after the visit.





Contact Information:

Andrea Rockney- School Improvement Consultant- Agency for 
Teaching, Leading & Learning
arockney@missouristate.edu

Susanna Hill- SW-PBS Consultant- Agency for Teaching, Leading & 
Learning 
susannahill@missouristate.edu
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